Abstract-Virtualization has been receiving increasing attention in embedded real-time systems. However, real-time systems, whose correctness depends on timing requirements, are not easily applicable to virtualization since virtualization mainly focuses on functional correctness. A hierarchical scheduling framework (HSF) provides a method of composing the complex timing requirements of real-time systems. There have been several works on the implementation of the HSF. Although the scheduling framework of virtualization directly corresponds to the HSF, they did not consider implementing the HSF on virtualization. In this paper, we implement a twolevel HSF, where components use a periodic interface model using virtualization. We use an L4/Fiasco micro-kernel as a virtual machine monitor (VMM) and an L4Linux as a virtual machine (VM) and extend these to support real-time properties. The experimental results show that the HSF is suitable for the virtualization environment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Virtualization has been receiving an increasing amount of attention in embedded real-time systems [1] . Virtualization is a methodology of dividing the resources of a computer into multiple execution environments, and it offers many benefits. First, it supports heterogeneous operating system environments, even on a single processor. The general purpose OSs and real-time OSs are allowed to run on the same processor concurrently. Second, it supports architectural abstraction so that the same software architecture can be migrated, essentially unchanged, between different systems. Third, a scalable hypervisor is able to adjust the number of cores for an application domain in a multicore environment. Fourth, virtualization can provide security. Even if one of the guest OSs has security flaws, the other guest OSs are able to remain safe. Moreover, it supports the efficient distribution of application software by shipping the program together with its own OS image.
Virtualization uses a layer of software that provides an illusion of a real machine to multiple instances of a virtual machine (VM) or guest OSs. This layer is traditionally called a virtual machine monitor (VMM) or hypervisor. The hypervisor allows multiple operating systems to run concurrently on a host computer. The scheduling framework of virtualization directly corresponds to a hierarchical scheduling framework (HSF) [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] . The HSF is introduced to support CPU time sharing among applications (components) under different scheduling services. A typical example of the HSF is a two-level scheduling framework consisting of a system scheduler and a number of component schedulers (see Figure 1 ). Under the systemwide scheduling, the system scheduler allocates the CPU to components. Under the component-wide scheduling, the component scheduler inside each component subsequently allocates a share of CPU (given to the component by the system scheduler) to its own internal tasks. In Figure 1 , the system scheduler of the system corresponds to the VMM's scheduler, and each component of the system corresponds to the VM running on top of the VMM. Since each VM has its own operating system, the OS's scheduler can be considered as the component scheduler in the two-level hierarchical scheduling framework. Applications running on top of the VM correspond to internal tasks inside the component.
There have been several works on the implementation of the HSF. Behnam et al. [13] implemented a two-level HSF in a commercial real-time operating system, VxWorks. Each component in the system is a set of periodic tasks, and each component specifies the collective real-time requirements of its internal tasks in the form of a periodic interface model. By using the periodic interface model in the HSF, the system scheduler provides the component with CPU resources according to the timing requirements imposed by its component interface. When a component receives the CPU, a user scheduling routine (USR), which is shared by every component, is triggered to schedule internal tasks depending on a real-time scheduling algorithm of the component. The USR changes the priority of each internal task in terms of the scheduling algorithm, and then puts a tasks in the ready queue (priority queue) of the system scheduler. Heuvel et al. [14] implemented the HSF with SRP-based synchronization protocols in a real-time operating system, μC/OS-II. They implemented the stack resource policy (SRP) as a component synchronization protocol and implemented HSRP and SIRAP as the system SRP-based synchronization protocol. Moreover, they investigated the system overhead induced by the synchronization primitives of each protocol. Both works implemented the HSF in real-time operating systems, but they did not consider virtualization.
In this paper, we implement a two-level HSF, where components use the periodic interface model using virtualization. We use an L4/Fiasco micro-kernel as a VMM and an L4Linux as a virtual machine. We extend the L4/Fiasco micro-kernel to provide the separation between the L4/Fiasco micro-kernel and the L4Linux and support the schedulability in a compositional manner from components to the system. We extend the L4Linux to support real-time scheduling algorithms. In addition, we revise the L4Linux micro-kernel such that it can compose the collective timing requirements of its internal tasks into its periodic interface and pass the interface to the L4/Fiasco micro-kernel. Our evaluation shows that it is feasible to implement HSF over virtualization for compositional schedulability with small overheads. In particular, it shows that periodic component interfaces can be efficiently derived out of a set of internal tasks, and it can effectively enforce VM scheduling over the L4/Fiasco micro-kernel at low cost.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents an overview of the system. Section 3 describes system architecture and implementation details. In Section 4 we provide comparisons among our implementation and other systems in terms of the deadline miss, and then compute an overhead of our approach. Figure 2 illustrates a hierarchical real-time system with virtualization. A hypervisor runs on the actual machine with proper abstraction towards its guest OSs. More than one guest OSs can be executed upon the hypervisor. They are scheduled by the real-time scheduler of the hypervisor. We consider that each guest OS supports periodic real-time tasks, and it has its own internal real-time scheduler so that the real-time tasks running on the guest OSs can be scheduled under the particular scheduling policy of their guest OS.
II. OVERVIEW
In such an environment, we consider that the hypervisor schedules its guest OSs to satisfy the real-time requirements of the individual internal periodic tasks of each guest OS. The hypervisor may fail to allocate the processor to guest OSs satisfying such real-time requirements if the hypervisor does not explicitly consider the requirements in its scheduling policy. For example, suppose that the scheduling algorithm of a hypervisor is the 'round robin algorithm'. Each guest OS will be scheduled in a fair manner, but without consideration of its internal tasks' real-time constraint. In this case, a guest OS can miss a deadline if the guest OS has an internal task approaching its deadline with remaining execution, while the hypervisor schedules other guest OSs until the deadline. Hence, it entails a scheduling framework where the hypervisor is aware of the urgency of individual guest OSs. We assume that there is no dependency between guest OSs, as well as real-time tasks.
Note that the hierarchical real-time system with virtualization naturally brings up the HSF. Each guest OS is associated with a component, and the scheduler of the hypervisor is associated with the system scheduler. Each guest OS composes the collective timing requirements of its real-time internal tasks into its periodic interface and passes the interface to the hypervisor. We define periodic interface I as (Π, Θ + ), where Π is the guest OS period and Θ + is the collective timing requirement needed for the real-time tasks of the guest OS. The hypervisor supports the timing requirements by scheduling guest OSs according to its periodic interfaces.
III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
For the virtualization environment, we use an L4/Fiasco and an L4Linux as a hypervisor and a para-virtualized guest OS, respectively. The overall system architecture looks like Figure 2 . We revised L4Linux server to support the periodic model and real-time scheduling. The L4Linux servers, on which real-time tasks are running, provide their periodic interfaces to the L4/Fiasco so that the L4/Fiasco schedules the L4Linux servers by establishing communication between components and the L4/Fiasco micro-kernel for passing the component interfaces.
The design issues of the L4/Fiasco are similar to L4Linux's in terms of that each of them schedules the periodic tasks. For the L4/Fiasco and the L4linux, we consider following two issues: We define 'thread' as a scheduling unit of the L4/Fiasco, 'task' as a scheduling unit of the L4Linux, and 'L4Linux server' as a collection of L4/Fiasco threads associated with one L4Linux to reduce confusion. Figure 3 illustrates the virtualization environment of an L4/Fiasco. An L4Linux server consists of several L4/Fiasco threads such as a linux kernel thread, a timer interrupt thread, and an idler thread. Once a task is generated in an L4Linux, a corresponding L4/Fiasco thread is generated in its L4/Fiasco, as well. We define the corresponding L4/Fiasco thread as a 'L4/Fiasco shadow thread'. When the L4Linux kernel schedules an L4Linux task, the L4Linux kernel wakes up its corresponding L4/Fiasco shadow thread through IPC 1 , and the L4/Fiasco shadow thread executes user code on behalf of the L4Linux task.
A. Hypervisor: L4/Fiasco
Such the properties generate many issues to consider. In this section, we consider changing the L4Linux kernel thread to a periodic thread and scheduling L4Linux servers based on the timing requirement of its L4Linux kernel thread under the virtualization environment of the L4/Fiasco. 1) Periodic Thread: Supporting the periodic model in the L4/Fiasco has already been done and included in the L4/Fiasco source code developed by Steinberg [15] . The L4/Fiasco supports two modes, one is a periodic mode and the other is a conventional mode so that a periodic thread can coexist with an non-periodic thread. Figure 4 shows the sequence of the states for the periodic model. In this way, an L4Linux kernel thread is able to enter a periodic thread just by requesting permission from the admission server. If a thread wants to be a periodic thread, two functions are required, l4 rt begin periodic() and l4 rt next period(). l4 rt begin periodic() is invoked to permit a thread to work on the periodic mode by an admission server that is responsible to admit an L4/Fiasco user thread to enter the periodic mode. l4 rt next period() is used when a thread is ready to enter the periodic mode or it finishes its periodic job.
A thing we have to consider is how to set up the admission server. We have two choices, one is to make a new server for only admission. The other choice is to add admission server functionalities into any existing server. In this paper, we have used the latter case since there is a server that is always loaded before any L4Linux is loaded. an L4/Fiasco loader is used to start an L4/Fiasco server such as an L4Linux server at runtime, so we extend the L4/Fiasco loader to operate as the admission server.
2) Scheduling for periodic threads: Although the L4/Fiasco supports the periodic model as mentioned, its scheduler should be changed for a reason. From the viewpoint of the L4/Fiasco, the L4Linux consists of one or more L4/Fiasco threads: one L4/Fiasco thread for the L4Linux kernel itself and the others for L4/Fiasco shadow threads that corresponds to L4Linux tasks individually. The periodic interface of the L4Linux component specifies the collective timing requirements of its internal tasks. Thus, an L4/Fiasco is supposed to schedule the L4Linux kernel thread and other L4/Fiasco shadow threads according to the component interface. This requires an accounting method that charges the execution of the L4Linux kernel thread and L4/Fiasco shadow threads into the execution budget of a corresponding component.
To simplify the problem, we make some assumptions. First, a priority of the L4/Fiasco scheduler can be preserved for the L4Linux kernel thread or L4/Fiasco shadow threads so that we can distinguish a thread corresponding to the L4Linux by checking priority. Second, when a thread of one L4Linux is scheduled, it cannot be preempted by the other L4Linuxes' threads except for the interrupt threads. This assumption is reasonable since we use the RM algorithm as system scheduling policy, and each L4Linux composes the interface with the same period.
To solve the problem, we separate the threads of an L4Linux server. The interrupt threads are not grouped with an L4Linux kernel thread and L4/Fiasco shadow threads since interrupt handlers should be executed as soon as it requested. Hence, interrupt threads have higher priority than the others so that we consider only the thread corresponding to an L4Linux kernel and L4/Fiasco shadow threads as a scheduling group. We assigned the preserved priority into an L4Linux's thread other than interrupt threads to identify its scheduling group so that every thread corresponding to one L4Linux has same priority. The remaining problem is how the L4/Fiasco scheduler identifies such a thread's L4Linux server for accounting. Each L4/Fiasco shadow thread has a thread number of its L4Linux kernel as its pager, and the L4Linux kernel thread number is unique. Therefore, each linux group can be identified with a distinct number.
A new timeout called a "realtime timeout" is introduced for the group scheduling. The timeout is set as Θ + of a linux's interface whenever any task of the linux is first scheduled in a period. When the timeout is set, the other linux threads cannot be scheduled, other than interrupt threads. After the timeout expires, the other linux threads can be scheduled in the same way. By doing this, even though an L4Linux kernel causes the system to sleep, it can be awakened immediately whenever its task reaches the ready state since other L4Linux servers cannot be scheduled while the realtime timeout is being set.
B. Guest OS: L4Linux
An L4Linux supports the priority preemptive scheduling policy with 120 different priority levels, but it does not provide the periodic model. To support the periodic model in the L4Linux, a timing property representing the period and the deadline is added into task structure so that tasks are classified into two types through existence of the property (i.e., either periodic task or non-periodic task). In internal real-time scheduling policy, periodic tasks have the highest priority to assure timing requirements within a guest OS. We apply the RM scheduling algorithm so a periodic task can be preempted by any periodic tasks which have shorter period.
For the hierarchical scheduling, a guest OS should notify its periodic interface to its hypervisor. When a guest OS spawns a periodic task, its bounded execution time should be reevaluated, and then the guest OS notifies the change to its hypervisor. The hypervisor allocates the CPU to guest OSs according to the periodic interfaces.
1) Periodic Task: For a periodic task, "task struct" which is a data structure for a linux task is modified so that L4Linux kernel can notice the timing requirement of the periodic task, and several system calls are added as follows, set_periodic_task(pid, period, WCET) wait_next_period(pid) "set periodic task()" is invoked to set the period and the worst case execution time of a task 'pid' 2 , and a periodic 2 The worst case execution time is for the calculation of the L4Linux's interface task calls "wait next period()" to release CPU voluntarily when it finishes its periodic job. These system calls make it easy to use a programming model for the periodic task. A pseudo-code for periodic tasks as follows, 
2) Scheduling for periodic tasks:
We refer to a study conducted to support a periodic scheduling policy [13] . In the work, they suggest a user scheduling routine (USR) to make a task ready at appointed time, and the task information is stored in a time event queue (TEQ). When it comes to the next activation time, the USR occurs by checking the TEQ.
We use the basic mechanism of Behnam's work [13] to implement the TEQ. When a periodic task is created, its next activation time is registered in the TEQ. When the next activation time of the task comes, its guest OS checks whether or not the task misses its deadline, and a new next activation time of the task is re-inserted into the TEQ. After that, the periodic task enters the ready state immediately. Checking the TEQ can be done in O (1) , and each activation time of a task can be popped and pushed from/to the TEQ in O(log n), where n is the number of tasks in the TEQ, since it is implemented as a priority queue sorted by the next activation time.
For periodic tasks, we modify the highest priority ready queue to suit real-time scheduling since all periodic tasks will be located in the highest priority ready queue. It is implemented as a priority queue, whereas others are not. The priority queue contains periodic tasks in sorted order according to the RM. We are able to simply implement the EDF by replacing the sort criteria with deadline of each task. Figure 5 illustrates the implementation of the RM scheduler in an L4Linux. When a periodic task finishes its periodic job, it enters pending state until its next activation time comes. The periodic task enters ready state and is scheduled by the RM scheduler if its activation time comes. Once a periodic task enters ready state, the RM scheduler verifies that the running periodic task has a higher priority than the highest priority periodic task in the ready queue. If the verification fails, preemption occurs. Since every periodic tasks are located in the highest priority ready queue, it is scheduled in advance of non-periodic tasks. 3) Supporting Hierarchical Scheduling: A guest OS that has periodic tasks should be considered as a real-time thread by its hypervisor, and the guest OS should pass its periodic interface I(Π, Θ + ) to the hypervisor when it is changed. To be specific, when the first periodic task is spawned, the guest OS should be transformed into a periodic thread and its interface should be set. After that, the guest OS just reevaluates the bounded execution time of its interface whenever a new periodic task is generated. Finally the interface is given to the hypervisor as a collective timing requirement of the guest OS. The hypervisor schedules each guest OS as the periodic thread according to its interface.
However, the interface dynamically changed raises several issues. First, schedulability issue arises. We assume that there is no task set whose L4Linux is not schedulable since the schedulability check can be done by additional routine based on some theoretical approaches, and a newly generated periodic task that is not scheduable can be rejected if necessary. The second issue is the time when the changed interface is reflected in the hypervisor. For this issue, we assume that the newly generated task in an L4Linux can be pending until the next period of the L4Linux so that the new task can be scheduled from the next period since the hypervisor schedules the L4Linux according to the changed interface from next period.
C. Compositional Real-time Guarantees
Shin et. al., [2] introduced a compositional real-time model. Compositional real-time model indicates that when there are some real-time components having their own scheduler, each component can be composed as a periodic interface I(Π, Θ + ). Thus each component can be handled as periodic real-time task. We have implemented the RM scheduler in the L4Linux, so we could exploit theorem 6 in [2] . 
where
p i is period of task i, and e i is execution time of task i.
In order to use the theorem, a given fixed period Π should be provided to the L4Linux. In our implementation, we decide the period Π as 0.5s. 3 Whenever a real-time task is generated in the L4Linux, it calculates its own new Θ + by using the theorem and its workloads. Since the linux kernel does not support a floating division, we use do div() function that divides unsigned 64bit integer, which represents time property in nano seconds.
The calculated Θ + is sent to its L4/Fiasco kernel through a hypercall. The hypercall of the L4/Fiasco is exactly the same as system call in the L4/Fiasco, so the L4Linux just invokes l4 rt change timeslice() system call with a new Θ + to apply its new interface.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate the performance and overheads of our HSF implementation to the L4/Fiasco micro-kernel. We measured deadline miss ratio to see whether the HSF implementation can be applicable real-time systems. We also measured how much overheads our HSF implementation introduces.
The environments are L4/Fiasco-1.2, L4Env revision of 467, and L4Linux-2.6.31. The system for experiment is equipped with an AMD Athlon Dual Core 2.0Ghz and 3GB of main memory. Since the L4/Fiasco micro-kernel supports only a uni-processor, our experiments take place only on a single core, even though the system is equipped with multicores.
A. Deadline Miss
In this section, we present the measured deadline miss under diverse scheduling policies. For the experiments, a hypervisor consists of two VMs that have the real-time workloads. We assume that each component has an interface period p of 0.5 second. During the experiments, each periodic task is a processor-intensive task. Each job of the task is dropped if its previous job misses a deadline. Otherwise, it is possible to continue to generate deadline misses. We have the following scheduling policies in experiments, 1) the round robin scheduling policy ρ 1 ,
2) a fixed priority-based scheduling policy ρ 2 , and 3) the compositional real-time scheduling policy ρ 3 .
The round robin scheduling policy ρ 1 , the basic policy of the L4/Fiasco, schedules each VM in a fair manner. The priority based scheduling policy ρ 2 schedules each VM with a distinct fixed-priority that is assigned according to the utilization of its workloads. The compositional real-time scheduling policy ρ 3 is a HSF based on periodic component interfaces: the system scheduler schedules the components according to the periodic interfaces under the RM algorithm.
We perform experiments with a couple of scenarios as follows, Table II shows the results of our experiments for scenario 1. For the scenario 1, ρ 1 only generates deadline miss. Figure  6 illustrates a process generating deadline miss for scenario 1 under ρ 1 . Suppose that every task enters ready state at the same time so that VM2 has enough tasks to execute at that time. The processor is allocated to both of VMs in a fair manner, but deadline miss can be generated. Table III shows the occurrence of the deadline miss for the scenario 2. ρ 2 only generates a deadline miss. For the scheduling policy, V M2 cannot get CPU until V M1 is idle since V M1 has a higher priority than V M2 due to utilization of workloads 4 . When all tasks enter ready state at the same time, the VM1 holds processor resource in 3.5s and T 3 and T 4 generates deadline miss.
For compositional real-time scheduling, it schedules all above scenarios as well as other diverse scenarios without deadline miss. Consequently, the HSF with periodic interface is suitable for the virtualization system in terms of real-time scheduling. 4 Utilization -VM1 : 0.39, VM2 : 0.28 
B. Overhead
We have measured the overhead by using the RDTSC instruction on an AMD architecture. The instruction returns the number of clock cycles. The parts generating overhead are the phase of "selecting a next thread in the ready queue," "setting the real-time timeout," and "calculating the composed interface."
The overhead of "selecting a next thread in the ready queue" exists since we have modified the L4/Fiasco source code to disable other L4Linux threads during the execution time of one L4Linux. The L4/Fiasco checks whether a next thread in the ready queue belongs to the L4Linux when the real-time timeout is set. If the thread does not belong to the L4Linux, the L4/Fiasco chooses a next thread repeatedly. We define the additional clock cycles to search for a proper next thread in the ready queue linearly as the overhead. The overhead of "setting the real-time timeout" is needed to support the dedicated scheduling during the VM's execution time of each period. While this timeout is set, the tasks of other L4Linux cannot be scheduled. The overhead is showed in Table V This overhead should be paid for every period of each L4Linux. That means that when two VMs are running, we have to pay about 500 μs to set the timer every 0.5s.
Finally, the overhead of "calculating the composed interface" occurs when every real-time task is generated in an L4Linux. This overhead includes IPC communication between the L4loader and the L4Linux as well as calculating interface of the L4Linux. This depends on the number of real-time tasks of the same L4Linux. Figure 7 indicates the overheads for the number of real-time tasks. Even though the overhead is quite large due to IPC communication, it is reasonable in that it occurs when only a new real-time task is generated.
The overheads are generated depending on the number of VMs and real-time tasks linearly and the overhead is relatively small. V. CONCLUSION This paper presents the design and implementation of our hierarchical scheduling framework in the virtualization environment. The L4/Fiasco and the L4Linux are chosen as the hypervisor and the guest OS, respectively. The L4/Fiasco kernel is revised to schedule its L4Linux server according to its periodic interface.
We show a couple of scenarios whose timing requirements are not satisfied by some scheduling policies, but supported by our HSF implementation. We demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach with overhead measurement. Our experimental results show that the HSF with a periodic interface is acceptable in the virtualization environment.
In our implementation, each guest OS shares the same period Π. However, the best Π of each guest OS cannot be fixed since it will be changed according to the timing requirements of its dynamically changing workloads and the context switching overheads between the guest OSs. Finding a suitable Π dynamically may generate additional overheads that can affect real-time guarantees. This raises the problem of how and how often to find a good Π. The research of this problem remains as future work.
